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By Jonah Lehrer

If the sport of football ever dies, it will die from the outside in. It won't be undone by a labor lockout or a
broken business model — football owners know how to make money. Instead, the death will start with those
furthest from the paychecks, the unpaid high school athletes playing on Friday nights. It will begin with
nervous parents reading about brain trauma, with doctors warning about the physics of soft tissue smashing
into hard bone, with coaches forced to bench stars for an entire season because of a single concussion. The
stadiums will still be full on Sunday, the professionals will still play, the profits will continue. But the sport will
be sick. The sickness will be rooted in football's tragic flaw, which is that it inflicts concussions on its players
with devastating frequency. Although estimates vary, several studies suggest that up to 15 percent of football
players suffer a mild traumatic brain injury during the season. (The odds are significantly worse for student
athletes — the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that nearly 2 million brain injuries are
suffered by teenage players every year.) In fact, the chances of getting a concussion while playing high school
football are approximately three times higher than the second most dangerous sport, which is girls' soccer.
While such head injuries have long been ignored — until recently, players were resuscitated with smelling
salts so they could re-enter the game — it's now clear that these blows have lasting consequences. The
consequences appear to be particularly severe for the adolescent brain. According to a study published last
year in Neurosurgery, high school football players who suffered two or more concussions reported mental
problems at much higher rates, including headaches, dizziness, and sleeping issues. The scientists describe
these symptoms as "neural precursors," warning signs that something in the head has gone seriously wrong.
This research builds on previous work documenting the hazards of football for the teenage brain. In 2002, a
team of neurologists surveying several hundred high school football players concluded that athletes who had
suffered three or more concussions were nearly ten times more likely to exhibit multiple "abnormal"
responses to head injury, including loss of consciousness and persistent amnesia. A 2004 study, meanwhile,
revealed that football players with multiple concussions were 7.7 times more likely to experience a "major
drop in memory performance" and that three months after a concussion they continued to experience
"persistent deficits in processing complex visual stimuli." What's most disturbing, perhaps, is that these
cognitive deficits have a real-world impact: When compared with similar students without a history of
concussions, athletes with two or more brain injuries demonstrate statistically significant lower grade-point
averages. What causes these long-term mental problems? Why are concussions so dangerous? The answer
returns us to the mechanics of head trauma. Because a concussion is not a bruise. It is not a sprain. There is
no bodily metaphor for what happens when the Jell-O of cortex accelerates into the skull. Although the brain
is surrounded by a cushion of cerebrospinal fluid, a severe impact or abrupt change in head speed can push
those three pounds of meat straight through the fluid, so that it crashes into the cranium. (The brain has no
pain receptors, which means the impact can only be perceived indirectly, as a throbbing headache or loss of
consciousness.) In recent years, it's become clear that the severity of a concussion is only indirectly related to
the physical force of the impact. Sometimes, players walk away from savage hits. And sometimes they are
felled by incidental contact. While data compiled from the Head Impact Telemetry System, or HITS, captures
the extreme physical forces at work during a football game — it's not uncommon for a player to sustain hits
equivalent to the impact of a 25 mph car crash — there is no clear threshold for injury. The mind remains a
black box; nobody really understands why it breaks. But we do know what happens once it's broken. In the
milliseconds after a concussion, there is a sudden release of neurotransmitters as billions of brain cells turn
themselves on at the exact same time. This frenzy of activity leads to a surge of electricity, an unleashing of
the charged ions contained within neurons. It's as if the brain is pouring out its power. The worst part of the
concussion, however, is what happens next, as all those cells frantically work to regain their equilibrium. This
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process takes time, although how long is impossible to predict: sometimes hours, sometimes weeks, sometimes
never. (The latest guidelines suggest that most concussed subjects require at least 10 days to recover, with
adolescents generally needing a few days more.) While the brain is restoring itself, people suffer from a long
list of side effects, which are intended to keep them from thinking too hard. Bright lights are painful; memory
is fragile and full of holes; focus is impossible. The healing also has to be uninterrupted. In the aftermath of a
traumatic brain injury, the brain remains extremely fragile. Because neurons are still starved for energy, even
a minor "secondary impact" can unleash a devastating molecular cascade. All of a sudden, brain cells that
seemed to be regaining their balance begin committing suicide. The end result is a massive loss of neurons.
Nobody knows why this loss happens. But the loss is permanent. Teenagers are especially susceptible to these
mass cellular suicides. This is largely because their brains are still developing, which means that even a slight
loss of cells can alter the trajectory of brain growth. Football concussions are also most likely to affect the
parts of the brain, such as the frontal lobes, that are undergoing the most intense development. (The frontal
lobes are responsible for many higher cognitive functions, such as self-control and abstract reasoning. The
immaturity of these areas helps explain the immaturity of teenagers.) In recent years, neuroscientists have
documented the effect of these blows over time. The worst possible outcome is a disease known as chronic
traumatic encephalopathy, or CTE.1 Although CTE is often clinically indistinguishable from Alzheimer's —
patients suffer from memory loss, mood disorders, and depression — this degenerative illness has a very
different cause. CTE is a disease of violence. It is what happens when the brain is smashed into the skull
again and again. How common is CTE among former football players? Nobody knows. At the moment, CTE
can only be diagnosed postmortem, after the cortex is dissected. However, there is disturbing evidence that
CTE is occurring among players at rates many times higher than normal. For instance, a 2009 study
commissioned by the NFL found that former players between the ages of 30 and 49 were being diagnosed
with severe memory-related diseases at approximately nineteen times the rate of the general population.
Another disturbing clue comes from the initial results of an autopsy analysis led by Ann McKee at Boston
University. Over the last five years, she has autopsied the brains of fifteen former players who suffered from
various mental conditions, including memory loss and depression. Fourteen of these players had CTE.
Although McKee has only studied a single teenage brain, she found that brain damage was already detectable,
with the multiple-concussed 18-year-old football player showing irreversible signs of CTE in parts of the
frontal cortex. According to McKee, this is the earliest evidence of CTE ever recorded. Needless to say, this
disturbing data has not dissuaded anyone from playing in the NFL: The tremendous rewards offered to
professional athletes help compensate for the potential risk. We understand why they play on Sunday. But this
same calculus doesn't apply to high school athletes, that pipeline of future talent. Although these teenagers are
suffering concussions at higher rates and with worse consequences — the head trauma of football targets the
most vulnerable areas of the developing brain — the overwhelming majority of these kids will never play the
sport competitively again. They are getting paid nothing and yet they are paying the highest cost.

Can the Sport Be Saved?
Mater Dei High School is a football powerhouse, with two national championships and nine California state
titles. Set amid the suburban grid of Orange County, the school has drawn talented recruits for decades,
including two Heisman trophy winners. (In 2008, Sports Illustrated ranked Mater Dei as the second best high
school athletic program in the country.) All this success has generated a loyal fan base: It's not unusual for
Mater Dei football games to draw 25,000 fans on a Friday night. The school is regularly forced to rent out
Angels stadium.2 Because of its national reputation — and extremely well-funded athletic department —
Mater Dei has been on the leading edge of concussion prevention and treatment for high school football
players. The coaches are vigilant; the equipment is top of the line; the latest medical recommendations are
exactingly followed. And yet, even when a football program does everything right, it's still not clear if it's
enough. This uncertainty haunts the Mater Dei coaching staff, who struggle on a daily basis to effectively
manage the risk of concussions among their players. The new research on concussions has allowed them to
prevent many of the worst injuries, but it has also made them increasingly aware of the ubiquity of injury.
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They know better than anyone that if an elite program like Mater Dei can't solve the problem of head trauma,
it seems unlikely the problem can be solved. The sport may simply be too dangerous for teenagers. The first
thing you learn when you ask high school football coaches about concussions is that the single biggest
challenge is honest reporting. Although more than 60,000 concussions are diagnosed among precollegiate
players every year, it's estimated that the true incidence is approximately 50 percent higher. "These kids want
to fight through it," says Mike Fernandez, the full-time trainer for the Mater Dei football team. (Fernandez
previously worked as a trainer for the U.S. Track & Field team.) "They want to be brave for their friends.
They also want to stay in the game." The Mater Dei coaches deal with the problem of underreporting by
insisting that players monitor each other and, if necessary, tell the staff when they suspect a teammate has
suffered a concussion. "I'm not going to be able to see every hit," Fernandez says. "It's a crowded field with
lots of contact. That's why we make it clear that monitoring concussions is the responsibility of the entire
team. If a buddy is out of it and you don't tell us, then that's on you." Although the "team responsibility"
approach hasn't eliminated underreporting, it has reduced it. According to the Mater Dei staff, the varsity
team averages three to four concussions a month; the JV squad a few more. Once a concussion is diagnosed,
the team has an elaborate protocol to ensure proper treatment amid the chaos of the game. The medical staff
on the sideline immediately performs a quick assessment using the second version of the Sport Concussion
Assessment Tool (SCAT), which consists of a checklist for a wide variety of symptoms. Players are asked, for
instance, if they feel "as if they are in a fog," and whether they know what year it is. They are told to balance
on one foot and repeat a random list of numbers backward. The protocol takes about ten minutes and
provides a rough assessment of concussion severity. "Once you've seen a few concussions, you know pretty
quickly when it happens," Fernandez says. "You can see it in their unfocused eyes. When they come to, their
first question is usually: 'When can I go back in?' That's why we take away their helmet. They need to know
that their night is over." The next day, the player is assessed using the imPACT method, a tool invented by the
psychologist Mark Lovell and neurosurgeon Joseph Maroon in the early 1990s. (The imPACT method is
currently used by every team in the NHL and most teams in the NFL. Lovell and Maroon originally
developed the test for the Steelers.) The concussed subject is set in front a computer and, for the next twenty
minutes, run through a battery of cognitive tests. Because every player is also assessed before the start of the
season — this is the baseline metric — the medical staff is able to measure the decline in performance
triggered by the injury. (It's not unusual for scores to fall by 40 or 50 percent in the days after a concussion.)
In many instances, the decline is dramatic enough that the medical staff will inform a player's teachers about
the injury. "We tell the teaching staff what to expect," Fernandez says. "[Concussed players] probably aren't
going to ace their math tests." The imPACT test also allows the Mater Dei coaches to estimate when a player
is ready to return to "contact status." According to Fernandez, the minimum a concussed player is going to be
out is one week, even if their imPACT scores return to normal. Unfortunately, not every high school football
program is as strict about secondary impacts as Mater Dei. According to a 2009 survey of 1,308 concussion
incidents reported by school trainers, more than 40 percent of athletes return to the field too quickly. What's
worse, the most severe concussions are often ignored: The same survey found that 16 percent of football
players who lost consciousness after being hit returned to the field the very same day. While Mater Dei has
radically altered its response to concussions — "I look back and I can't believe the way it used to be,"
Fernandez says — the school is increasingly focused on concussion prevention, if only because there is little
to do in the aftermath of a brain injury but wait. "I think there used to be an attitude that concussions were an
inevitable part of football, like ankle sprains," Fernandez says. "And maybe they are. But we still need to do
everything possible to keep them from happening." This drive to prevent brain injuries has dramatically
reshaped football at Mater Dei. The first thing that changed was practice. There's a scene in the pilot of
Friday Night Lights in which a hungover Tim Riggins is battered relentlessly during warmups, repeatedly
exposed to helmet-on-helmet collisions. That would never happen now. "Heck, we don't even wear pads in
the summer anymore," says Bruce Rollinson, the head football coach at Mater Dei. Rollinson looks like a
coach from central casting — his skin is leathered from afternoons on the field and his thick, wiry mustache
has gone white. Because he's been coaching at Mater Dei for the last 22 years — and was a player at the
school in the 1960s — Rollinson has personally witnessed the ways in which the specter of concussions has
changed the high school game. "Without a doubt, practice has gotten a lot less physical," he says. "More soft
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helmets, less tackling. You can see these boys wanna go at it, but we tell them to save it for the game." The
only downside of this approach is that the players get less experience learning how to tackle, which means
they are more likely to tackle the wrong way. "It's not an ideal solution," Rollinson admits. "But what else can
we do? The doctors tell us there have to be fewer hits."3

The Helmet Paradox
When people talk about concussions in football, it doesn't take long before they start talking about helmets.
There is an unmistakable optimism to such conversations, a persistent hope that technology will somehow
save the sport. Nobody knows what this technology will be — a harder plastic cap, a softer foam, a better
chin strap — but everybody knows what it will do: keep the brain from slamming into its shell. The violence
will continue, but the carnage will stop, because players will finally be protected from head trauma. This faith
is rooted in history. In the 1960s, the sport of football faced a similar crisis, as dozens of high school players
were dying every year of skull fractures. These deaths led to the formation of NOCSAE, an agency in charge
of establishing guidelines for athletic equipment. In 1973, NOCSAE issued their first football helmet
requirements, insisting that every helmet had to buffer the skull from the impact of a 60-inch free fall. The
standard worked, helping to reduce head-injury fatalities in high school football by 74 percent. But here's the
bad news: These old regulations provide scant protection against concussions. While a hard plastic helmet
lined with cushioning can protect the skull from fracturing, a concussion occurs on the inside of the head,
when the brain quickly decelerates and impacts bone. This means that helmet designers face an inevitable
tradeoff: If the head isn't shielded from the strongest physical impacts — and this is best done with soft,
pliable materials — then it can break and bleed. But the very act of protecting players from those severe
collisions means that the head will bounce around the cushioned helmet, thus allowing the brain to move
within its bony cage. The worst impact will be internal. The compromises of helmet design help explain why
there will be no quick technological fix for football concussions. Last October, Jeffrey Kutcher, chairman of
the American Academy of Neurology's sports section, told a committee of United States senators that all of
the current concussion-prevention products being sold were largely useless. "I wish there was such a product
[that could prevent concussions] on the market," he said. "The simple truth is that no current helmet, mouth
guard, headband, or other piece of equipment can significantly prevent concussions from occurring … It is
extremely unlikely that helmets can prevent concussions the way they prevent skull fractures." He went on to
criticize numerous claims by helmet manufacturers suggesting otherwise, noting that even Riddell's
specialized anti-concussion helmet has only been shown to reduce the rate of concussions by 2.6 percent.
While a hard plastic helmet lined with cushioning can protect the skull from fracturing, a
concussion occurs on the inside of the head, when the brain quickly decelerates and impacts
bone.
Coach Rollinson echoes the skepticism. "Every year, we get more and more parents showing up with some
fancy helmet and telling us that this is the one their kid has to use," he says. "I'm sure they spent a lot of
money on that helmet. I know it makes them feel better. So we always say, sure, your kid can use that helmet,
but we have to do the fitting. And you know what happens? The helmet doesn't fit. They spend a thousand
dollars on it because the manufacturer makes some crazy claim, but it's way too big. And then when you fit it
properly, the kid always says it's too tight, that it's not comfortable anymore. But that's the way it needs to
be." This is a recurring theme among the coaches and trainers at Mater Dei. According to the football staff,
the most important helmet factor has little to do with the helmet itself. Instead, it has to do with the way the
helmet fits the head. In theory, this is an easy problem to solve: Every NOCSAE-approved helmet is fully
adjustable. Teenagers, however, make the fitting process surprisingly difficult. "Most of the time, the problem
is forgetfulness," says Fernandez. "That's why we are always reminding the players to check air levels.4 We
tell them that before every single game. But sometimes they leave it loose on purpose, just because it can get
hot and sticky in there." Rollinson tells a story about a former running back on his team that illustrates the
problem. "This kid was real bright, a really good player," he says. "And he gets whacked during a game. Just
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laid out. So I run out on the field and I see those glazed eyes. I know immediately what happened. And then I
go to help him out of his helmet and as we take it off I see this sock fall out. At first, I'm totally confused.
Where the hell did that sock come from? Well, it turns out the kid had removed the front cushion from his
helmet and replaced it with a tube sock because he thought the cushion was giving him pimples. Can you
believe that? He took out the thing that was protecting his brain because of pimples." But even if a better
helmet were technically possible, and even if the high school players were forced to use it properly, it's still
unclear whether it would significantly reduce the risk of concussions. That's because people typically react to
improved safety gear by increasing the riskiness of their behavior, a peculiar phenomenon known as the risk
compensation effect. Consider the long-term impact of antilock brakes. While the technology should make
cars much safer to drive — the computerized system automatically controls the speed of each tire, helping to
prevent uncontrolled skids — it has not resulted in any measurable improvement in road safety. Why not?
Numerous studies have demonstrated that drivers with antilock braking systems drive faster and brake later. A
similar pattern has been observed for ski helmets — skiers wearing the protective gear ride more difficult
courses, which is why ski deaths have not fallen — and skydiving equipment, which has become much more
reliable without reducing fatalities. (Divers now open the parachute closer to the ground.) The frustrating
lesson of the risk compensation effect is simple: When people feel safer, they take more chances. As a result,
the total level of safety remains constant. There is already suggestive evidence that the risk compensation
effect applies to football. Despite tremendous improvements in football gear and helmet technology, the rate
of concussions among high school athletes has not significantly decreased in recent decades. There are many
factors behind this lack of improvement, but the most important variable is the dramatic increase in both the
size and speed of players. "I've seen these changes firsthand," Rollinson says. "The players I'm coaching now
have muscles that you almost never saw fifteen years ago. They work out more, they drink their protein
shakes, they know how to bulk up. This also means that these kids are dishing out some very big hits." The
coach continues: "Look, this is always going to be a rough sport. I played this game for a long time and I
played it when nobody worried about head injuries. I know it can hurt. Now I'm 62 and I'm still hurting. The
game sticks with you like that. Sometimes, when I can't remember where my keys are, I wonder if I can't
remember because of the way I played. I don't want these kids to be thinking the same thoughts when they're
my age." Rollinson then leans forward in his chair, as if he's about to tell me a secret. "Look, most of my
players aren't going to play ball for a living," he says. "I know they don't want to hear that, but it's the truth.
So there's really no reason they should risk messing up their brain." If the sport of football ever dies, it will die
from the outside in. The only question now is whether the death has begun. Jonah Lehrer is a contributing
editor at Wired and the author of How We Decide.
Previously from Jonah Lehrer: The Physics of Grass, Clay, and Cement To comment on this story through
Facebook, click here.

FOOTNOTES
1. For decades, this disorder was only associated with former boxers — its original name was "dementia
pugilistica," or "punch drunk" disease.
2. The school retains a strong Catholic identity. There are religious reminders everywhere: little sculptures
of Jesus in the doorway, triptychs of saints in the hallway, holy slogans in the weight room. God will
determine the outcome. He suffered for your sins. Jesus!
3. To make practice even safer, the school has replaced its field. Instead of standard grass, Mater Dei
plays on a cushioned cork surface covered with artificial turf. The spongy material is easier on the
joints and the head, muting the "snap back" effect that can occur when the skull bounces off the ground
4. Mater Dei uses the Riddell Revolution Speed, which features inflatable pads.
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